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Abstract: Reducing the computational workload by simplifying the analysis of karst foundations into
a plane strain problem can yield significant advantages. Yet, such an approach fails in reproducing
the engineering situation in a rigorous manner. In this regard, this paper proposes an upper-bound
method that can effectively analyze the bearing capacity of three-dimensional karst foundations. This
method is utilized to investigate the impact of various pile diameters, the ratio of roof thickness to
pile diameter, and the ratio of cave width to pile diameter on the stability of karst foundations. The
validity of this method is established through an illustrative example. The outcomes illustrate that
when subjected to both tensile and compressive horizontal stresses if the maximum horizontal stress
surpasses the tensile strength of the rock mass, the roof rock mass may suffer damage. Increasing the
ratio of roof thickness to pile diameter can bring down the horizontal stress value. The stability factor
is largely influenced by the ratio of roof thickness to pile diameter. The most prominent growth trend
of the stability factor is observed when the ratio is less than 3. If the ratio of the roof thickness to
pile diameter exceeds 3, the prediction of the bearing capacity estimation for the karst foundation in
three-dimensional circumstances is more conservative than that in two-dimensional circumstances.

Keywords: karst foundation; bearing capacity; limit analysis; upper-bound method; nonlinear
mathematical programming

1. Introduction

The stability of karst foundations is a crucial area of study within the field of geotech-
nical engineering. Research has revealed that the roof’s thickness, cave size, cave span,
and location of the karst cave are the primary factors that influence the ultimate bearing
capacity of the karst foundation [1,2]. Therefore, conducting an analysis of the correlation
between these various factors and the bearing capacity of the karst cave roof is of utmost
importance in guaranteeing the safety of karst foundation engineering projects [3].

Currently, scholars within this field are primarily concerned with addressing the issue
of determining the ultimate bearing capacity of karst foundations. Drawing upon the
fundamental principles of mechanical analysis, Xie, P. has produced an analytical solution
to ascertain the ultimate bearing capacity of the karst cave roof, of which the calculated
outcomes closely correspond with those produced by numerical simulation [4,5]. However,
more complex strata distribution will usually be encountered in practical projects. This
causes situations where karst foundations cannot be simplified as axisymmetric models,
which inevitably brings great difficulties in deriving analytical solutions for the bearing
capacity of karst foundations. The establishment of a geotechnical structure’s constitutive
model through the finite element method (FEM) allows for predicting the karst foundation’s
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deformation and stability, rendering it highly applicable in resolving intricate load and
boundary issues [6]. However, the accuracy of the FEM calculation’s outcomes can be
influenced by multiple factors, such as meshing, type of element, and convergence criteria.
Furthermore, the imprecise approximation of the displacement function poses a challenge
in accurately assessing whether the FEM results are predisposed towards safety or hazard;
precisely, it is difficult to determine whether it is an upper-bound solution or a lower-
bound solution [7,8]. According to the upper-bound method (UBM), the real solution
of the ultimate load is located below the upper-bound solution. Therefore, the UBM
can provide an upper-bound prediction for the bearing capacity of karst foundations.
At present, certain investigations employing UBM have been conducted on the ultimate
bearing capacity of karst foundations. However, these inquiries have omitted the impacts
of three-dimensional spatial factors and have streamlined karst foundations to a two-
dimensional plane strain problem [9–14]. Although this strategy has successfully curbed
computational expenses, it unavoidably leads to computational inaccuracies in complex
three-dimensional circumstances [14].

The key to extending the UBM of finite element limit analysis from two-dimensional
problems to three-dimensional problems lies in treating the yield function and selecting
calculation methods. In two-dimensional cases, the Mohr–Coulomb yield function can
be linearized through inscribed polygons, thereby, reducing the difficulty of solving and
improving convergence speed [15]. However, the calculation workload will significantly
increase if this method is applied to three-dimensional cases. Thus, the nonlinear program-
ming solution of three-dimensional problems is one of the difficulties to be overcome by
the UBM of finite element limit analysis. Many scholars have done much work in this
regard. For example, the two-stage quasi-Newton algorithm and alternating direction
method of multipliers are effective methods for solving high degree of freedom nonlinear
programming problems [16,17].

Thus far, research on the ultimate bearing capacity of a three-dimensional karst foun-
dation has predominantly relied on experimental observations [18–20]. Moreover, earlier
investigation indicates that the primary contributor to cave failure is tensile stress [21].
Despite these efforts, there remains a scarcity of studies investigating the limit analysis
of three-dimensional karst foundations and the stress experienced by karst cave roofs. To
enable a thorough evaluation of karst foundation stability, an effective approach is required
that utilizes the UBM of finite element limit analysis to examine the ultimate bearing
capacity of the three-dimensional karst foundation.

Considering the aforementioned, the present paper amalgamates the concept of finite
element discretization and uses tetrahedral elements to discretize the foundation. Kine-
matically admissible velocity fields have been established to comply with plastic flow
constraints, velocity boundary conditions, and external power equal to internal power
constraints. An ultimate bearing capacity analysis of the karst foundation is conducted
through a three-dimensional nonlinear mathematical programming model, taking the
ultimate load as the objective function. As the UBM fails to derive the structure’s stress
field and the high degree of freedom nonlinear optimization model proves challenging to
solve, the primary nonlinear mathematical programming model is transformed into a set
of Kuhn–Tucker conditions and accomplished using Python.

This study directly investigates the impact of varying pile diameters, roof thickness,
and cave width on the bearing capacity of a three-dimensional karst foundation. Rather
than simplifying the foundation as a two-dimensional plane strain problem, the stability
factor of the karst foundation is determined by reducing the shear strength parameters of
the rock mass. This methodology is well suited for geotechnical structures exhibiting shear
failure [22–24]. Additionally, the distribution of horizontal stress on the roof is calculated
across different scenarios, including four pile diameters, the ratio of cave width to pile
diameter, and the ratio of the roof to pile diameter.
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2. Theory and Hypothesis

The UBM solely takes into account the movement state of the structure, utilizing the
speed of the structure as the primary variable to resolve the ultimate bearing capacity of the
structure during the critical state. The ultimate load consistently surpasses the actual load,
implying that the solution is relatively secure for the structure. Through the incorporation
of finite elements, the UBM has achieved recognition as an effective method for geotechnical
structural stability analysis. The fundamental steps of this approach are

(1) Discreting the geotechnical structure with finite elements, then establishing the kine-
matically admissible velocity field of the structure. Each velocity field corresponds to
an external load;

(2) Calculating the equivalent strain rate and equivalent strain of the velocity field using
the geometric equation;

(3) Calculating the upper-bound power generated by each part, which includes the
internal power of the element, the power on the velocity discontinuity, and the power
generated by external loads;

(4) Calculating the external load that minimizes the total power consumption by op-
timization principles, and the minimum external load in all velocity fields is the
ultimate load of the geotechnical structure.

The process outlined above can be succinctly expressed as a mathematical program-
ming problem. Moreover, we aim to introduce a solution strategy centered around the
concept of strength reduction. In order to render the computation process practicable, this
article’s calculation model relies upon the ensuing hypothesis

(1) Solely the bearing capacity of the pile end is taken into account, whilst disregarding
the pile’s lateral friction resistance;

(2) The rock mass is deemed to be of the ideal rigid plastic variety;
(3) The external load conforms to the requirements of proportional loading;
(4) The cave is devoid of any filling materials;
(5) The impact of the roof’s self-weight is not deemed pertinent.

3. Mathematical Model

The karst cave roof exhibits primarily punching failure under the load of the pile
foundation [11,12]. Consequently, the shear strength parameters of the materials may
experience sustained reduction throughout the calculation process, to drive the karst
foundation into a critical state. In this paper, the ratio of shear strength parameters before
and after reduction is defined as a stability factor k, specifically

k =
c
c′

=
tan ϕ

tan ϕ′
(1)

where c and c′ are the cohesion before and after strength reduction, respectively. ϕ and ϕ′

are the internal friction angle before and after strength reduction, respectively.

3.1. Elements Discretization

As mentioned above, the first step is to discretize the karst foundation using tetra-
hedral elements, the element is shown in Figure 1a, and in the kinematically admissible
velocity field, velocity discontinuity on the common surface of adjacent elements is shown
in Figure 1b. Each element has six stress components and three velocity components.
Assuming a linear change in velocity within each element, the velocity of each element can
be expressed by Equation (2).

ue =
4

∑
i=1

Niui (2)

where i is the serial number of the node, ui is the velocity of the node i, and Ni is a shape
function related to the node coordinates (x, y, z), which is given by
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Ni =
1

6Ve (ai + bix + ciy + diz)(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) (3)

where Ve is the volume of the element and ai, bi, ci, di are the coefficients related to the
geometric position of the node i.
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Figure 1. Upper-bound tetrahedral element: (a) Velocity and Stress of tetrahedral element,
(b) Velocity discontinuity.

3.2. Yield Condition of Rock Mass

When the combination of shear stress and normal stress in any plane reaches a critical
condition, the rock mass begins to yield. The relationship between shear and normal
stress can usually be described using the Mohr–Coulomb strength criterion, which can be
expressed as

f e(σ) =
I1

3 sin ϕ
−
√

J2

[
cos θσ +

1√
3

sin ϕ sin θσ

]
+ c cos ϕ ≤ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1) (4)

where θσ is the stress Lode angle, I1 is the first invariant of the stress deviator, J2 is the
second invariant of the stress deviator, c is the cohesion of the material, and ϕ is the internal
friction angle of the material.

3.3. Flow Law Constraints

For ideal rigid plastic materials, the strain component obtained from the deformation
compatibility condition should be equal to the plastic strain rate component obtained
from the associated flow rule and yield condition. Since the strain within each element is
continuous, the flow law constraint can be expressed as

Beue − λe∇ f e(σe) = 0; (e = 1, . . . , N1)
λe f e(σe) = 0; (e = 1, . . . , N1)
λe ≥ 0; (e = 1, . . . , N1)

(5)

where N1 is the number of elements, Be is the compatibility matrix of the element, ue is
the velocity vector of the element, λe is the non-negative plastic multiplier of the element,
f e(σ) is the yield function, and the specific expressions for Be and ue are as follows

Be = [B1, B2, B3, B4]

Bi =
1

6Ve

 bi 0 0 ci 0 di
0 ci 0 bi di 0
0 0 di 0 ci bi

T

(i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

ue =
[
ue

1, ue
2, ue

3, ue
4
]

∇ =
{

∂/∂σxx, ∂/∂σyy, ∂/∂σzz, ∂/∂γxy, ∂/∂γyz, ∂/∂γzx
}T

(6)
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where Bi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the compatibility matrix of the node i of the element.
On the global kinematically admissible velocity field, the flow rule can be expressed as

Bu−
E
∑

e=1
λe∇ f e(σ) = 0; (e = 1, . . . , N1)

λe∇ f e(σ) = 0; (e = 1, . . . , N1)
λe ≥ 0; (e = 1, . . . , N1)

(7)

where B is the global compatibility, u is the global continuous velocity vector, and σ is the
global stress vector.

In order to satisfy the flow law for a velocity discontinuity occurring on a common
surface, it is imperative to apply constraints on the nodes associated with the discontinuity.
The introduction of a node velocity variable in the local coordinate system between any
adjacent nodes allows for the description of the velocity discontinuity, thereby guaranteeing
that both tangential and normal velocities traverse the discontinuity to satisfy the flow law.
Within the context of the Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion, the correlation between the jump
in normal velocity and the jump in tangential velocity is established.

∆un =|∆ut|tan ϕ (8)

where ∆un and ∆ut are the normal and tangential velocity jump, respectively, ϕ is the
internal friction angle of the material.

The tangential velocity jump vector ∆u′ lmt of each pair of nodes (l, m) on the dis-
continuity is expressed by the sum of two non-negative velocity vectors v+lm and v−lm.

∆u′ lmt = v+lm − v−lm (9)

where v+lm =
{

v+lm
x′ , v+lm

y′

}T
, v−lm =

{
v−lm

x′ , v−lm
y′

}T
, ∆u′ lmt =

{
∆u′ lmx′ , ∆u′ lmy′

}T
.

Then the overall velocity jump ∆u′ lm in the local coordinate system can be expressed as
a vector related to the tangential velocity jump ∆u′ lmt and the normal velocity jump ∆u′ lmn

∆u′ lm =
{{

∆u′ lmt
}

, ∆u′ lmn
}T

(10)

In different coordinate systems, the tangential velocity jumps have the following relationship

∆u′ = β∆u (11)

where β is the direction cosine matrix between the local coordinate system and the global
coordinate system.

For the purpose of removing the absolute value symbol in Equation (8), and avoiding
non-differentiable constraints, the tangential velocity jump can be expressed as the sum of
two pairs of non-negative velocity variables v±x and v±y .

∆ut = (v+x + v−x ) + (v+y + v−y ) (12)

Substituting the above equation into Equation (8)

∆un =
[
(v+x + v−x ) + (v+y + v−y )

]
tan ϕ (13)

We represent the flow law constraints on the velocity discontinuity within the kine-
matically admissible velocity field in the form of matrix equations

Ad
uud + Ad

vvd = 0 (14)

where
vd ≥ 0 (15)
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and

Ad
u =

β14 −β14

β25 −β25

β36 −β36



Ad
u =

β14 −β14

β25 −β25

β36 −β36



Ad
u =

β14 −β14

β25 −β25

β36 −β36


ud =

{{
u1
}

,
{

u4
}

,
{

u2
}

,
{

u5
}

,
{

u3
}

,
{

u6
}}

vd =

{{
v+14

}T
,
{

v−14
}T

,
{

v+36
}T

,
{

v−36
}T

,
{

v+25
}T

,
{

v−25
}T
}

where d = (1, · · · , N2), N2 is the number of common faces, βlimi is the coordinate change
matrix between the local coordinate system and the global coordinate system of the pair
of nodes (li, mi), i(i = 1, 2, 3) on the discontinuity, Au

d is the matrix of equality constraint
coefficients for the continuous velocity, Av

d is the matrix of equality constraint coefficients
for the discontinuous velocity, ud is the continuous velocity vector of common faces, and vd

is the discontinuous velocity vector of common faces.

3.4. Velocity Boundary Condition

Assuming that the prescribed velocity distribution in the global coordinate system is
Bb, the velocity boundary constraint equation is

Abub = Bb (16)

where Bb =
[
ub

x, ub
y, ub

z

]T
, ub

x, ub
y, ub

z are the components of prescribed velocity vectors in

different directions in a global coordinate system, Ab is the coordinate transformation

matrix, and ub =
[
ux′ , uy′ , uz′

]T
is the components of known velocity vectors in a local

coordinate system. b = (1, · · · , N3), N3 is the number of boundary triangle elements with
known velocities.

3.5. Constraints on Equality of Internal and External Power

Owing to the potential for plastic deformation to take place either within the com-
ponents or at the velocity discontinuity, the internal dissipated power is comprised of
two distinct parts. Concerning the dissipated power within the components, it may be
articulated as follows

We
c =

∫
Ve

σT .
εdV =

∫
Ve

σTBeuedV = VeσeTBeue (17)

where We
c is the dissipated power within the element, Ve is the volume of the element, σe

is the stress vector of the element, and Beue denotes the strain rate of the element and is
given by Equation (6).

The dissipated power on the velocity discontinuity with an area of Sd can be calculated
using the following equation

Ws
d =

∫
Sd

c|∆ut|dS =
∫

Sd

c
[
(v+x + v−x ) + (v+y + v−y )

]
dS (18)

where Ws
d is the dissipated power on the velocity discontinuity, Sd is the area of the velocity

discontinuity, c is the cohesion of the material, and the tangential velocity jump |∆ut| is
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given by Equation (12). The external power applied by the self-weight on the element is
expressed as

We
g =

∫
Ve

g
T

udV =
∫

Ve
ge

T
NeuedV = geT(

∫
Ve

NedV)ue (19)

where Ne = [EN1, EN2, EN3, EN4], ge = [g1, g2, g3, g3]
T, E is an identity matrix with 4 × 4,

and ge is the column vector of the load act on the node by the self-weight of the element.
The external power exerted by the external load act on the element is

We
q =

∫
Aq

q
T

uedA (20)

where Aq is the area of load action and the load component applied by the external load on

the node is represented as qT =
{
{q1}

T, {q2}
T, {q3}

T, {q4}
T
}T

.
The UBM indicates that the internal power dissipation and external power dissipation

of the element are equal when it is destroyed. Specifically

We
c + Wd

s = We
g + We

q (21)

In order to obtain the upper-bound value of the external load, Equation (20) can be
expressed as

Q = σTBu + cT
uu + cT

v v (22)

where Q is the external load, σT is the transposition of stress vector, u and v are the
continuous and discontinuous velocity vectors, respectively, cu, cv are the coefficient vectors
corresponding to the continuous and discontinuous velocity vectors, and B is the global
compatibility matrix.

3.6. Objective Function

The primary purpose of this paper is to obtain the stability factor of the karst foun-
dation and the roof’s horizontal stress. Since the UBM analyzes the failure mechanism of
geotechnical structures, establishing the kinematically admissible velocity fields, there is
no need to construct a constitutive model of geotechnical structures. If solved directly, the
stress will be eliminated during the calculation process, only the structure’s upper-bound
solution and corresponding velocity field can be obtained. Nevertheless, by transforming
the original linear programming into a set of Kuhn–Tucker conditions, while obtaining the
objective function value, the velocity and stress fields of the geotechnical structure can also
be obtained. Therefore, when establishing a nonlinear mathematical model of the karst
cave roof’s ultimate bearing capacity, the external load, is set as the objective function, and
its minimum value is calculated. The stability factor of the karst foundation is obtained by
reducing the shear strength parameters of rock while solving the nonlinear programming
model. According to Equation (21), the objective function can be written as:

Minimize Q =σTBu + cT
uu + cT

v v (23)

3.7. Nonlinear Optimization Mathematical Model

In the previous section, the basic formula of the UBM was introduced, including the
discretization of elements, flow rule constraints, velocity boundary conditions, constraint
conditions for equally internal and external power, and the setting of the objective function.
Then we assemble the Equations (4), (5), (14)–(16) and (23). Finally, a mathematical model
is obtained, which can be used to calculate the ultimate bearing capacity of the karst
foundation:
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Minimize Q = σTBu + cT
uu + cT

v v

Subject to



Bu−
E
∑

e=1
λe∇ f e(σ) = 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)

Ad
uud + Ad

vvd = 0;d = (1, · · · , N2)

Abub = Bb; b = (1, · · · , N3)
λe f e(σ) = 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)
f e(σ) ≤ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)
λe ≥ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)
vd ≥ 0; d = (1, · · · , N2)

(24)

4. Solution

The feasible region of the original linear programming problem is a convex polyhedron,
therefore, the solution, satisfying the Kuhn–Tucker condition, must be the optimal solution
of the original linear programming problem. Note the constraint equation of Equation (24)

Bu−
E
∑

e=1
λe∇ f e(σ) = 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)

λe f e(σ) = 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)
f e(σ) ≤ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)
λe ≥ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)

(25)

is the Kuhn–Tucker optimality condition for the nonlinear programming problem (26)

Maximize Q = σTBu + cT
uu + cT

v v(on stress f ield)
Subject to f e(σ) ≤ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)

(26)

Simultaneous Equations (24) and (25) obtain a nonlinear programming problem of the
double objective function, which can simultaneously solve the stress field and velocity field
of the karst foundation in the critical state.

Maximize Q = σTBu + cT
uu + cT

v v(on stress f ield)
Minimize Q = σTBu + cT

uu + cT
v v(on velocity f ield)

Subject to


Ad

uud + Ad
vvd = 0;d = (1, · · · , N2)

Abub = Bb; b = (1, · · · , N3)
f e(σ) ≤ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)
f e(v) ≤ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)

(27)

Writing the constraint vd ≥ 0 as f (vd) ≤ 0, the Kuhn–Tucker optimality condition of
Equation (27) can be expressed as

Bu∗ −
E
∑

e=1
λE

σ∇ f σ(σ∗) = 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)

cv +
(

Ad
v

)T
µ+

E
∑

e=1
λe

v f e(v∗) = 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)

BTσ∗ + cu + AT
uµ = 0

Ad
uud + Ad

vvd = 0; d = (1, · · · , N2)

Abub = Bb; b = (1, · · · , N3)
λσ

e∇ f e(σ∗) = 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)
λv

e f (v∗) = 0; d = (1, · · · , N2)
f e(σ∗) ≤ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)
f e(v∗) ≤ 0; e = (1, · · · , N1)
λe

σ ≥ 0, λe
v ≥ 0

(28)

where λe
σ, λe

v are the non-negative plastic multipliers on the velocity and stress fields of each
element, respectively, (u∗, v∗,σ∗) is the optimal solution of the original linear programming
problem, and µ is a coefficient vector for the discontinuity variables.
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Following the discussion above, the initial nonlinear programming problem is con-
verted into a series of Kuhn–Tucker optimization conditions, which are subsequently
resolved via the two-stage quasi-Newton algorithm. The fundamental premise of the quasi-
Newton and Newton methods is to linearize the nonlinear equation by employing the
Taylor expansion at the iteration point. During each iteration process, the iteration direction
is aligned with the decrease in function value at the current point. The iteration continues
until the minimum value of the objective function, which fulfills the accuracy requirement,
is obtained. However, it should be noted that the Newton method necessitates the calcula-
tion of the Hessian matrix or inverse matrix during each iteration, which is time-consuming
and may also be challenging or infeasible to compute. In contrast, the quasi-Newton
method employs a positive definite symmetric matrix to approximate the Hessian matrix
or its inverse matrix, facilitating a more manageable resolution of the problem.

The UBM program, designed for the analysis of the roof’s bearing capacity, was
ultimately compiled in Python. The detailed analysis procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.
The computational hardware utilized in calculations comprises AMD Ryzen Threadripper
2990 WX (AMD, Santa Clara, CA, USA), with a primary frequency of 3.0 GHz, 32 cores,
and 128 GB memory.
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5. Validation and Application
5.1. Numerical Example

A typical karst foundation example is selected for analysis to verify the effectiveness
of the method proposed in this paper. The schematic diagram of the foundation model is
shown in Figure 3. The length L of the model is 30 m, the width B is 30 m, and the height H
is (T + h + 3) m. When other conditions are unchanged, the height of the karst cave has
little influence on the karst foundation’s ultimate bearing capacity [25,26], the height h of
the karst cave is taken to be equal to its width W, the type of the rock is limestone with a
standard tensile strength value of 0.6 MPa [27]. Above the rock layer, with a 10 m clay layer,
the self-weight of the clay is directly applied to the rock layer in the form of a uniform load.
The pile foundation load is 400 MPa. The calculation of the mechanical parameters of rock
and soil mass is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Calculation mechanical parameters of rock and soil mass.

Material Type c/(kPa) ϕ/(◦) γ/(kN/m3)

clay 10 20 20
Concrete pile 50,000 42 27

limestone 700 36 25

Unlike the previous research by Olmeda, J.L.B. [2], this paper considers the influences
of different pile diameters D, dimensionless parameters T/D (ratio of the roof’s thickness
T to pile diameter D), and W/D (ratio of the karst cave’s width W to pile diameter D) on
the karst foundation’s ultimate bearing capacity. The calculated pile diameters D are 0.8 m,
1.0 m, 1.5 m, and 2.0 m, respectively; The roof’s thickness T varies from 1 D to 7 D, which
takes integer multiples of the pile diameter. The karst cave’s width W varies from 1 m to
8 m, which takes an integer. A total of 224 different parameters are used to analyze the
karst foundation’s ultimate bearing capacity. Furthermore, the mesh shown in Figure 4,
the adaptive mesh, is used for refinement, which is divided into three steps. The velocity
boundary conditions are:

(1) The velocities around the model and at the bottom are 0;
(2) The velocity in the z direction of the upper boundary is −1;
(3) The velocities in the x and y directions are both 0.
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5.2. Horizontal Stress Analysis

The capacity of a rock mass to withstand tensile deformation is commonly referred
to as its tensile strength. As a result, investigating the tensile behavior of rock masses is
of significant importance in the context of surrounding rock in underground engineering
caverns [21]. The horizontal stress of the roof, as determined by the analysis presented
above, is derived from the stress field within the calculation results. Strength analysis of
the roof is then conducted with varying pile diameters of 0.8 m and 1.5 m, as illustrated
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively, depicting the influence curves of different T/D and W/D
on the roof’s horizontal stress. It is evident that the junction of the pile and rock mass is
subjected to extreme tensile stress, while the surrounding area experiences compressive
stress. This local state of tension and compression is unfavorable for the roof’s stability;
however, the reduction of horizontal stress can be attained through the alteration of the
T/D and W/D parameters. As illustrated in Figure 5, a decrease in the roof’s tensile and
compressive stress can be achieved by increasing T/D when T/D is less than 3. For instance,
in Figure 5, an increase in T from 1 D to 2 D results in over 70% reduction in the extreme
tensile stress values of the roof, decreasing by 2 MPa and 0.6 MPa, respectively. Similarly,
the extreme compressive stress values decrease by 1 MPa and 0.2 MPa, respectively, both
decreasing by more than 60%. However, the influence curves of different T/D values
overlap, indicating a feeble impact on the roof’s horizontal stress when T/D is greater than
3. Nonetheless, the extreme values of the roof’s horizontal tensile stress are less than the
tensile strength of the rock mass by 0.6 MPa, implying that the horizontal stress does not
affect the overall stability of the roof. Figure 6 demonstrates that the reduction of the karst
cave’s horizontal stress can also be achieved by decreasing W/D, particularly for W spans
greater than 6 m. The alteration of W/D has the most substantial influence on the roof’s
horizontal stress value. Of significance is the fact that even when T/D is equal to 3, and
the karst cave’s width, W is equal to 8 m, the extreme value of the roof’s horizontal stress
still exceeds the tensile strength of the rock mass. Henceforth, meticulous evaluation of the
W/D and T/D parameters is imperative in ensuring the durability of the karst cave ceiling.
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We select the maximum horizontal stress value of the roof, and subsequently produce
stress contour cloud maps under various T/D and W/D parameters, as depicted in Figure 7.
In the stress contour map, the upper left region which lies under the−0.6 MPa stress contour
line, denotes the extreme tensile stress values of the roof. It should be noted that said values
are all lesser than the roof’s corresponding tensile strength. Thus, the selection of any
T/D and W/D combination falling within this specific region would ensure that the roof’s
stability remains unaffected by horizontal stress. Notably, as the pile diameter D increases,
the aforementioned −0.6 MPa stress contour line gradually shifts toward the lower right
of the diagram. This constitutes that given equal W/D values, a larger pile diameter D
results in a larger value of T/D required to prevent the extreme horizontal tensile stress
from surpassing the tensile strength value of the roof. For instance, if W/D values are
both 6, the minimum T/D value necessary to prevent the roof’s extreme tensile stress from
surpassing its corresponding tensile strength value is 2.5 when the pile diameter is 0.8 m
and 3.5 when the pile diameter is 1.5 m, as shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively.
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5.3. Stability Analysis

Based on the previous discourse, the stability factor k is derived through the solution
of a nonlinear mathematical programming model that determines the karst cave roof’s
ultimate bearing capacity under various scenarios. Tables 2–5 illustrate that a change in
T/D significantly affects the stability factor k when T/D is lesser than 3, although all other
conditions remain constant. As T/D increases, the stability factor k shows a pronounced
upward trend. When T/D reaches 3, any alterations in the stability factor k due to T/D
become negligible, indicating that T/D barely impacts the roof’s ultimate bearing capacity.
Furthermore, an increase in W/D weakens the karst cave roof’s ultimate bearing capacity,
as evidenced by the gradual decline in the stability factor k with an increase in W/D. It is
noteworthy that when the T/D is 1, and the karst cave’s span W exceeds 6 m, the roof’s
stability factor k for each of the four varying pile diameters is less than 1, suggesting a
propensity for damage. Consequently, during actual engineering, special attention must
be paid to karst caves with spans exceeding 6 m, consistent with the conclusion reached
through numerical simulation in reference [28].

Table 2. Stability factor k of karst cave roof when pile diameter D = 0.8 m.

k
W = 1 m W = 2 m W = 3 m W = 4 m W = 5 m W = 6 m W = 7 m W = 8 m

T = 0.8 m (1D) 1.94 1.23 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.93 0.86
T = 1.6 m (2D) 2.73 2.26 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.97 1.94
T = 2.4 m (3D) 2.76 2.75 2.73 2.70 2.73 2.78 2.73 2.75
T = 3.2 m (4D) 2.73 2.75 2.75 2.74 2.78 2.78 2.80 2.86
T = 4.0 m (5D) 2.73 2.74 2.75 2.75 2.73 2.80 2.83 2.80
T = 4.8 m (6D) 2.74 2.75 2.74 2.74 2.77 2.77 2.79 2.98
T = 5.6 m (7D) 2.72 2.76 2.75 2.73 2.75 2.80 2.79 2.85

Table 3. Stability factor k of karst cave roof when pile diameter D = 1.0 m.

k
W = 1 m W = 2 m W = 3 m W = 4 m W = 5 m W = 6 m W = 7 m W = 8 m

T = 1 m (1D) 1.94 1.23 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.92 0.87
T = 2 m (2D) 2.76 2.23 1.94 1.95 1.95 1.97 1.97 1.92
T = 3 m (3D) 2.76 2.75 2.73 2.71 2.71 2.73 2.70 2.77
T = 4 m (4D) 2.63 2.74 2.75 2.79 2.80 2.81 2.98 2.84
T = 5 m (5D) 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.78 2.79 2.83 2.92 3.14
T = 6 m (6D) 2.75 2.73 2.77 2.76 2.79 2.87 3.02 2.95
T = 7 m (7D) 2.75 2.76 2.77 2.78 2.83 2.85 2.94 3.36

Table 4. Stability factor k of karst cave roof when pile diameter D = 1.5 m.

k
W = 1 m W = 2 m W = 3 m W = 4 m W = 5 m W = 6 m W = 7 m W = 8 m

T = 1.5 m (1D) 1.94 1.23 1.01 1.00 0.99 0.96 0.92 0.85
T = 3.0 m (2D) 2.73 2.22 1.91 1.90 1.95 1.94 1.94 1.86
T = 4.5 m (3D) 2.75 2.75 2.74 2.66 2.66 2.66 2.71 2.69
T = 6.0 m (4D) 2.75 2.76 2.75 2.79 2.87 2.89 2.87 3.04
T = 7.5 m (5D) 2.75 2.78 2.75 2.76 2.79 2.84 2.90 3.08
T = 9.0 m (6D) 2.67 2.75 2.74 2.76 2.81 2.85 2.82 3.07

T = 10.5 m (7D) 2.72 2.76 2.75 2.73 2.75 2.80 2.79 2.85
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Table 5. Stability factor k of karst cave roof when pile diameter D = 2.0 m.

k
W = 1 m W = 2 m W = 3 m W = 4 m W = 5 m W = 6 m W = 7 m W = 8 m

T = 2.0 m (1D) 1.94 1.22 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.94 0.90 0.83
T = 4.0 m (2D) 2.74 2.21 1.90 1.90 1.89 1.91 1.86 1.75
T = 6.0 m (3D) 2.74 2.76 2.67 2.62 2.60 2.64 2.65 2.56
T = 8.0 m (4D) 2.74 2.76 2.74 2.77 2.80 2.85 2.86 2.85

T = 10.0 m (5D) 2.77 2.76 2.74 2.77 2.91 2.87 2.79 3.06
T = 12.0 m (6D) 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.77 2.84 2.98 2.91
T = 14.0 m (7D) 2.73 2.74 2.76 2.74 2.76 2.87 2.91 3.51

In order to better illustrate the impact of two dimensionless parameters (T/D and
W/D) on the stability factor k, a graphical representation has been created based on the
calculation results provided in Table 4, as depicted in Figure 8. The findings derived from
Figure 8 indicate that the stability factor k of the roof can be significantly influenced by low
(W/D < 2) or high (W/D > 5) values of W/D. When W/D is less than 2 and T/D is less than
3, the roof’s stability factor k is relatively high due to the load-sharing attribute of the rock
mass surrounding the karst cave with the karst cave roof, which in turn enhances the overall
roof stability. On the other hand, when W/D exceeds 5 and T/D exceeds 3, the stability
factor k of the roof is also higher due to the limited stress diffusion range within the karst
cave roof when the span is too large. However, the high T/D value reduces the potential
for pile foundation load to cause damage to the roof, resulting in a skewed calculation
outcome that overemphasizes safety in the evaluation of karst foundation stability.
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Figure 9 displays the contour cloud map that indicates the stability factor k of the roof
under varying T/D and W/D. It is imperative that the stability of the karst cave roof is
designed with an appropriate safety reserve. Figure 9 can be referred to in order to obtain
the T/D and W/D values that comply with the design requirements. For example, if the
design necessitates a safety factor k of 2.0 for the karst cave roof and the width of the cave
is 5 m, the values of T/D and W/D can be selected from the upper left area of the “safety
factor 2.0 contour line” in Figure 9.
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5.4. Discussion

Through the analysis of the horizontal stress present in the roof, it has been determined
that the roof experiences both tensile and compressive stress when supporting the load of
the pile foundation. In order to minimize the destabilizing effects of this stress on the roof,
increasing the T/D has been found to be effective. However, it is important to consider the
W/D to ensure the roof’s stability.

The stability factor of the roof displays a significant increase during the initial stages
(T/D < 3), ultimately approaching a fixed value during the later stages (T/D > 3). This
pattern can be attributed to the different failure modes exhibited by the roof when T/D
is less or greater than 3 [29]. Wu, B. et al. [24] conducted a study utilizing the strength
reduction method to examine the safety factor of underground caverns. Their research
revealed that as the rock mass deformation in the vicinity of the cavern reaches a certain
threshold, the reduction factor gradually increases until it reaches a steady state. These
findings bear similarity to those presented in this article.

It is important to highlight that in this paper, the stability factor of the roof has been
considerably increased in both cases (T/D > 3 and W/D > 5; T/D < 2 and W/D < 1) through
the calculation of 224 distinct working scenarios. The stress diffusion range of the roof
precludes load-induced cave damage, thus increasing the cave’s stability.

The paper utilizes a shear strength reduction parameter (stability factor) to convey
the bearing capacity of karst foundations, a method that is not widely employed in the
stability analysis of karst foundations. To ensure the accuracy of this method, the method
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is compared to the three-dimensional FEM and the two-dimensional limit analysis [22].
The safety factor calculation outcomes of the three methods are presented in Table 6 (with
D = 0.8 m, W = 3.2 m, and the same physical and mechanical parameters as in Table 1). The
calculation results of this method are in alignment with the other two methods for T/D
values of less than 3, signifying the accuracy of this method. However, for T/D values
greater than 3, the calculation errors of the three methods begin to increase, potentially
resulting from four reasons: (1) the similarity calculation of the conservative model and
display function; (2) the linearization of nonlinear constraints in nonlinear mathematical
programming models using the UBM; (3) the division of the mesh; (4) the influence of
three-dimensional spatial effect. The two-dimensional and three-dimensional limit analyses
have the largest calculation errors that continue to remain within 10% (when T/D is equal
to 4), validating the effectiveness of the proposed method in this paper for the stability
analysis of three-dimensional karst foundations.

Table 6. Stability factor k of karst cave roof using different methods.

T/D (D = 0.8 m) FEM
(Three-Dimensional)

Reference [22] (2021,
Two-Dimensional)

This Paper
(Three-Dimensional)

1 1.02 1.03 1.00
2 1.95 1.96 1.95
3 2.75 2.76 2.73
4 2.79 2.84 2.75
5 2.83 2.94 2.75

6. Conclusions

This paper examines the stability of a three-dimensional karst foundation by employ-
ing the UBM of finite limit analysis. The primary conclusions are outlined below:

(1) The horizontal stress experienced by the roof due to the pile foundation load can be
classified into tensile and compressive stresses. In order to mitigate the detrimental
effects of these stresses on the bearing capacity of the roof, increasing the T/D proves
to be a more effective approach than decreasing the W/D. This is especially true when
the T/D is less than 3, as a higher T/D is associated with a more remarkable reduction
in the horizontal stress value of the roof.

(2) When the W/D is equal, an increase in the pile diameter will necessitate a correspond-
ing higher T/D to prevent the surpassing of horizontal stress over the tensile strength
of the rock mass.

(3) The stability factor of the roof demonstrates an initial linear increase with the elevation
of the T/D value (T/D < 3), followed by a gradual stabilization (T/D > 3). This
suggests that when T/D exceeds 3, the impact of roof thickness on bearing capacity
becomes negligible. Furthermore, the stability factor of the roof only experiences
further enhancement when W/D exceeds 5.

(4) The stability factor of the three-dimensional karst foundation is more cautious com-
pared to the outcomes obtained under two-dimensional conditions. Upon reaching T/D
greater than 3, the calculation errors under two-dimensional and three-dimensional
circumstances start to increase. Therefore, considering the three-dimensional spatial
effects, examining the bearing capacity of the karst foundation aligns better with engi-
neering practice.

(5) This paper solely looks into the stability of regular rectangular karst caves’ end-
bearing pile karst foundation. However, real-life engineering projects often encounter
more complex geological conditions such as karst caves with different shapes and
multi-layer karst caves. Furthermore, the bearing capacity of rock socketed pile
karst foundations has rarely been considered, and hence, these issues merit further
investigation. Adding experimental results to scrutinize the research content will
enhance its reliability and substance.
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Nomenclature

The following symbols are used in this paper:

c = cohesion before strength reduction
c′ = cohesion after strength reduction
ϕ = internal friction angle before strength reduction
ϕ′ = internal friction angle after strength reduction
k = stability factor
ui = velocity of the node i
ai, bi, ci, di = coefficients related to the geometric position of the node i.
θσ = stress Lode angle
I1 = the first invariant of the stress deviator
J2 = the second invariant of the stress deviator
Be = compatibility matrix of the element
B = global compatibility
ue = continuous velocity vector of the element
u = continuous velocity vector
v = discontinuous velocity vector
σe = stress vector of the element
σ = global stress vector
λe = non-negative plastic multiplier of the element
λe

σ = non-negative plastic multipliers on the stress filed of the element
λe

v = non-negative plastic multipliers on the velocity filed of the element
∆u′ lm = velocity jump vector of each pair of nodes (l, m) on the discontinuity

∆u′ lmt =
tangential velocity jump vector of each pair of nodes (l, m) on the
discontinuity

v+lm, v−lm = non-negative velocity vectors of tangential velocity jump
∆ut = tangential velocity jump
∆un = normal velocity jump
Au

d = matrix of equality constraint coefficients for the continuous velocity

Av
d =

matrix of equality constraint coefficients for the discontinuous
velocity

ud = continuous velocity vector of common faces
vd = discontinuous velocity vector of common faces

β =
direction cosine matrix of velocity jump between local coordinate
system and global coordinate system

Bb = prescribed velocity distribution in the global coordinate system

Ab =
coordinate transformation matrix between the global and local
coordinate system

ub = components of known velocity vectors in a local coordinate system
We

c = dissipated power within the element
Ve = volume of the element
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σe = stress vector of the element
Ws

d = dissipated power on the velocity discontinuity
Sd = area of the velocity discontinuity
ge = column vector of the load act on the node by the self-weight
Aq = area of load action
Q = external load
µ = coefficient vector for the discontinuity variables
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